GlobalSearch C2
®

Cloud Hosted Enterprise Content Management

Unleash the power of the
cloud and make your office
equipment the gateway for
web-hosted document
collaboration.

As the next generation of ECM technology, GlobalSearch C2 is a managed cloud
infrastructure, extending the reach of your document management installation. From any
modern browser, through your desktop or mobile device, GlobalSearch C2 keeps the flow
of your business information moving.

Capture to the Cloud

Extend Your Access

Scan directly to GlobalSearch C2 through secure
FTP or leverage the power of GlobalCapture to
create capture workflows, automating your scan
processes from the MFP.

Increase Productivity

GlobalSearch C2 provides secure access to
business content through desktop or mobile
devices, delivering flexibility in performance and
ensuring content is safe not matter where you are.

Amazon Web Services (AWS)

Work with your documents faster and more easily
than with hard copies. Navigate through pages,
adjust orientation, edit index data, add an
annotation or apply signatures in seconds.

GlobalSearch C2 leverages Amazon Web Services
for cloud based computing to increase your
productivity through efficient management of your
documents.

• Store with Confidence at 99.9% Durability
• There When You Need It with 99.9% Availability
• Scalability to Store as Much Data as You Want
• Secure 256-bit Advanced Encryption

Simplifying Business. Simplifying Life.

www.square-9.com
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®

Cloud Hosted Enterprise Content Management

Differentiators

Anywhere, Anytime Access

Document Capture

From any modern browser through your
desktop or mobile device, GlobalSearch
C2 keeps the flow of your business
information moving.

Import any document or small batches
through a drag and drop interface, or
directly scan them from your copier.

Document Storage

Editing Capabilities

Store critical documents with confidence
based on a durability standard of 99.9%,
allowing you to store as much data as you
want and access it when you need it.

Document editing capabilities include
highlighting, redaction, sticky notes and
even a fully ESIGN compliant tool for
applying “wet signatures” with your
finger or mouse.

Cloud-Based Platform

Security

Optimized to deliver a desktop experience
through the browser, C2 leverages
Amazon Web Services for cloud-based
computing to increase your productivity.

C2 uses one of the strongest block
ciphers available, ensuring your content
is always secure, always backed up and
always available.

Take Advantage of the Cloud with GlobalSearch C2!

Schedule a demo today!
Simplifying Business. Simplifying Life.
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